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Music Philology:

Music-based textual criticism

Textual Criticism: comparing sources/materials stemming from a document or item, 
in order to understand or recreate the original item

Critical Edition: the product; presents the reader with the author’s original material 
(intrinsic & extrinsic)



The Broude Trust:

-formerly “The Broude Brothers”; est. 1930 by Irving and Alexander Broude

-currently led by Ronald Broude (son of Irving), since 1979

-non-profit, make scholarly editions of 15th-19th century music available

*notable works: series “Gilbert & Sullivan: The Operas”



How do we relate textual criticism to music?

1. Determining authority - what sources determine which components?

*of course, related to Princess Ida and what I do (instrumental score)



Determining Authority:

Musical aspects of this opera:

1. Sung: solos/arias, any songs
2. Spoken: dialogue/recitative
3. Instrumental: pit orchestra/background music to singing and dialogue

*Not one source has all of these adequately represented!



Authority Stemma:



Authority Stemma of Vocal Parts:

Same edition = same typeset/print style (can be from different publications and 
companies, but if the same plate is used, it’s the same edition, for our sake)

Different iteration/version: minor parts re-set, as opposed to entire set
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Divided Authority - Example: 
Act II, Song 20, mm. 470-471
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How do we relate textual criticism to music?

1. Determining authority - what sources determine which components?

2. Critical report - supplement documenting which authority(s) provided which part, given that it is 

not easily evident

*of course, related to Princess Ida and what I do (instrumental score)



Critical Report:



Critical Report:
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Critical Report - Example:
Act II, Song 8, mm. 25-46 & 121-142
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How do we relate textual criticism to music?

1. Determining authority - what sources determine which components?

2. Critical report - supplement documenting which authority(s) provided which part, given that it is 

not easily evident

3. Editorial Policy - subject to publishing company; guidelines for musical formatting/completing 

components that were originally abbreviated

*of course, related to Princess Ida and what I do (instrumental score)



Editorial Policy - Example: 
Act III, Song 24, m. 1
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Where I am at Now:

-16 pages of Act III (the final act) left

-Must record details from A in “Parts Derived”
-record of instances from A where different instruments have the same
 parts (i.e. doubling, “unis”)

-Formatting my findings and sending them off
-476-page full score!







Questions/Comments?

The online comments page is open until May 1st!

More examples of my findings will be displayed in my in-person poster 
presentation - I will have all of my authorities and materials available for 
viewing on-site!


